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Living Snow Fences 

 

In areas of high winds and blowing snow, windbreaks can reduce the amount of effort spent on 

snow management. They can be designed to spread snow across a large area or to confine it to a 

relatively small storage area. The design of your windbreak will depend on your objective. 

Field windbreaks designed to distribute snow evenly across a field should be tall and porous. In 

contrast, windbreaks designed to capture snow and control drifting should have multiple rows 

with high density. There is no one set design, number of rows, or width of planting that is ideal 

for every circumstance. The design of your tree planting should be done with your needs and 

winter conditions in mind. In some cases, landowners may choose to relocate fences, drive-

ways, or feedlots in order to take full advantage of their windbreak. Remember, a tree planting 

is a long-term investment and it pays to consider all alternative designs before installation. 
 

Benefits of Snow Management 

In areas of high winds and blowing snow, windbreaks serve the dual purposes of modifying cli-

matic factors and providing methods for managing snow. In open areas, wind lifts carry and de-

posit snowflakes just as it does soil particles. By modifying wind flow, blowing snow can be 

distributed over a field or deposited within a given area. 

 

Effective snow management can yield a variety of results. A low density field windbreak will 

spread snow across the protected area, provide additional moisture for crop fields and range-

lands, and increase productivity and economic return. Field and rangeland windbreaks reduce 

spring runoff partly through the physical retarding action of snowdrifts on water flow and partly 

through the presence of unfrozen soil under the snow cover. A dense multiple row windbreak or 

living snow fence will pile snow in a restricted area, reducing the need to plow highways and 

driveways. Dense windbreaks on rangelands provide protection for spring calving and lambing 

areas and reduce mortality of newborn livestock. Living snow fences located to the windward 

side of stock ponds deposit snow in the pond area and can provide significant amounts of water 

for summer use by livestock. Controlling blowing snow with windbreaks can prevent large 

drifts in the living and working areas of farmsteads and feedlots and reduce the labor and ener-

gy needed for snow removal. 

 

 

 

 

Helping You Put Knowledge to Work 
Cornell Cooperative Extension provides equal program and employment opportunities. NYS College of Agricul-

ture and Life Sciences, NYS College of Human Ecology, and NYS College of Veterinary Medicine at Cornell Uni-

versity, Cooperative Extension associations, county governing bodies, and U.S. Department of Agriculture, coop-

erating. 
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Living Snow Fences 

In those situations where the goal of snow management is to confine the snow to a limited area, 

a dense windbreak of trees and shrubs can be a cost-effective method of controlling blowing 

snow. Living snow fences planted along highways, county or private roads, driveways, irriga-

tion ditches, and fence lines provide economic advantages over slat-fence barriers and provide 

additional benefits to the landowner. Living snow fences have greater snow storage capacity, 

require less maintenance once they are established, have a longer life span, and provide multi-

ple benefits such as livestock protection, crop protection, soil erosion control, wildlife habitat, 

and aesthetic value. 

 

Design and Location 

In major storms, short (3-4 feet), vertical slat fences reach their snow-storing capacity quickly. 

Wind-driven snow then sweeps across the saturated barrier causing drifting in the roadway and 

reducing visibility. In open, windy areas blowing snow often continues long after the actual 

snowfall has stopped. If the snow fence is already full, snow drifts may continue to develop and 

repeated drift removal may be necessary. Taller (12 feet) wooden barriers with horizontal 

boards are very efficient and store considerably more snow, but at a much higher cost. In 

contrast a three-row living snow fence (20 feet tall) will store the same amount of snow but at a 

fraction of the cost.  

 

A living snow fence achieves optimum snow storage capacity when winter density of the indi-

vidual rows is about 50 to 60 percent. As density increases, drifts become deeper and shorter. 

Windbreaks with very close spacings, both within the row and between the rows (densities 

greater than 60 percent) may be damaged by deep, heavy snow drifts. Remember that density 

will vary with the number and spacing of the tree rows, the species chosen (evergreen vs. decid-

uous) and the distance between trees within the row. The height of the trees is also important 

since snow storage capacity increases more than four times when the height doubles. For exam-

ple, a three-row, mature, living snow fence with a height of 20 feet will store over 16 times 

more snow than a single-row slat-fence (height = 3 to 4 feet).  

 

Species will vary depending on climate, soil, and available space and should be chosen based 

on local growing conditions and the objectives of the landowner. By careful design and selec-

tion the windbreak can serve additional functions such as erosion control, wildlife habitat, and 

livestock protection.  

 

A living snow fence should be located perpendicular to prevailing winter winds and be placed 

so that the highway or area to be protected is located on the leeward side of the windbreak. In 

most areas, winter winds come from the northwest, north, or northeast and living snow fences 

should be located on the north side of east-west roads, or on the west side of north-south roads. 

Allow plenty of room for the leeward drift by locating the windward row of your windbreak 

200 to 300 feet from the center of the road. Trees should be planted no closer than 200 feet 

from corners or intersections in order to allow for traffic visibility. Local ordinances may re-

strict the location of windbreaks for snow control, so be sure to check with the local authorities 

on regulations in your area.  
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In some areas snowdrifts may accumulate on the steep, leeward slopes of readouts and cause 

serious soil erosion when the snow melts. This problem may be reduced by planting the living 

snow fence parallel to the ridge line about 100 feet to the windward side of the crest. The wind-

break will then collect snow on the more gentle slope on the windward side of the hill and re-

duce the impact of runoff caused by melting snow. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This publication may contain pesticide recommendations.  Changes in pesticide regulations occur constantly and 

human errors are still possible. Some materials mentioned may no longer be available, and some uses may no 

longer be legal. All pesticides distributed, sold or applied in New York State must be registered with the New York 

State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC). Questions concerning the legality and/or registra-

tion status for pesticide use in New York State should be directed to the appropriate Cornell Cooperative Exten-

sion Specialist or your regional NYSDEC office.  Read the label before applying any pesticide. 

 

DISCLAIMER:  Please note that neither Cornell Cooperative Extension of Oneida County nor any representative 

thereof makes any representation of any warranty, express or implied, of any particular result or application of the 

information provided by us or regarding any product. If a product is involved, it is the sole responsibility of the 

User to read and follow all product labeling instructions and to check with the manufacturer or supplier for the 

most recent information. Nothing contained in this information should be interpreted as an express or implied en-

dorsement of any particular product or criticism of unnamed products. With respect to any information on pest 

management, the User is responsible for obtaining the most up-to-date pest management information. The infor-

mation we provide is no substitute for pesticide labeling. The User is solely responsible for reading and following 

the manufacturer’s labeling and instructions. (October 2009) 

 

Updated:  2011 lsk12 

Source:  http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Technical/ECS/forest/wind/snow.pdf 

 

Figure 1: (see page 4) The height and density of the snow fence or windbreak will determine 

how much snow can be stored in the system. 
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Figure 1 


